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At the end of May, we left for Cork to meet our 7  
trainees in Ireland. Our Purpose was to support our 
trainees, to check that the requirements for the 
internship were respected, that the proposed activities 
were shaped to the followed training and finally to 
discover their environment of life.

Our first visit has been for William Picot 
and Frédéric Brassan, BTS AVA, trainees in 
« Kearys », meeting with their managerial 
employee was very interesting and the 
students knew how to find easily and 

effectively their place in the 
company and gave a lot of 
satisfaction to their staff 
manager.

Our second visit was for Samuel Macenot and François Pinas, BTS AVA, in 
internship at "Renault", there too, the students knew how to adapt themselves 
to a new environment and managed to become integrated into the working 
teams.
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The following visit was for Maeva Ardes, BTS ATI in 
internship at "Snap", a communication company via  printing 
facilities and Web sites development. Maeva was able to 
perfect her English and to discover a new business sector in 
which she felt quickly comfortable.

Geoffrey Sylvestre and Johanel Nicole, BTS 
ATI, made their internship at "O' Donnell" a 
furniture manufacturer specialized in the

Our two trainees discovered a 
factory which applies all the rules 
of the industrial organization. They 
became integrated well and were 
appreciated for their skill and 
their work.

Our last visit has took place in Skibbereen.

arrangement of  luxury hotel rooms.

The end of our stay was dedicated to the discovery of the Cork County as well 
as to the friendly moments with our students.

We also met with our colleague Tony Francil  in internship Erasmus in Cork city.

English Market

Bromberg Stone Circle

Blarney Castle

Torc Waterfall
Muckross House
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